CCITP Chairs and February Speakers

In attendance:

Brent Phillips
Milap Sharma
Ron Ried
Chris Bell
Dan Herrick
Charles Fischer
Jon Giltner
Pramila Patel
Jerry Spivey
Robert Dixon
Patrice Thorenson

Action Items:
1. Dan and Chuck will reach out to Jon Sibray and the Academic units about Dell High Recommendation Program
2. We’ll organize a tour of the new Super Computer once it is built
3. Marin will probably present the OIT Strategic Plan at the March CCITP meeting
4. Larry will present the CIO vision at the April CCITP meeting

Review of agenda:
Larry will come in April
ICT Accessibility Initiative in March.

UIS Update
(see slides)
What have we been doing?
ELEVATE - main project focused on

App Layer
- App upgrade from ERP system (SCM and Finance)
  8.9 to 9.0 then 9.0 to 9.2
  Both Financial
People Tools upgrade from 8.49 to 8.54
Database from 11g to 12c
New CU Resources Portal
  Business and technical processes redefined

projects completed
  New student portals (UCD and UCCS)
eSign for UCD
Denver Single Sign-on
   Infrastructure for other campuses

Electronic Research Administration (eRA)
   Proposal tracking system for Boulder
      InfoEd era system

Student System
   Student mobile Application
   Bundles on CS system - 36-37-38-39
      Keeping system current all the time

System Admin
   Sharepoint Upgrade
   Cherwell
   AD migration to new HA architecture

Dell High Recommendation Program
Dan and Chuck

Chris will write up notes to send out
Dan and Chuck will discuss with Jon Sibray as coordinator of Academic Units

A service offered by Dell, for individual purchases
   To guide students and individuals to certain purchases